Acid Wash One
9 Specifically formulated for Aluminum Surfaces
9 Clean trucks, grills, bumpers and more
9 No scrubbing! Just apply, wait, and rinse
9 Highly concentrated—Dilute with up to ten parts of water
9 Brightens even the dingiest chrome or Alumimum
9 Rapid wetting of oily surfaces
9 Works fast hot or cold
9 Non-Abrasive
9 Biodegradable
9 FOB Memphis, TN

Acid Wash
One
Directions: Never apply Acid Wash One without dilution. The preferred
method of application is through a pressure washer with a down-stream
injector. For Aluminum Trailers, set the soap control knob on the pressure
washer to dispense between five and twenty-five ounces per gallon.
Application with a pump-up sprayer may require a slightly higher
concentration. Hot surfaces, such as vehicles parked in the sun, should be wet
down with plain water prior to applying Acid Wash One. Cover the vehicle
with the dilute Acid Wash One in sweeping motions starting at the bottom and
working up.
Do not allow to dry on the surface. If applying as the first step in a two step
cleaning process, do not rinse. Immediately apply Auto Wash Plus, working
close to the surface on areas with particularly heavy road film or soot and oil.
Rinse thoroughly with fresh water.
In touchless carwashes, set the pumps to deliver ½ to two ounces per gallon.
Always follow the application of Pre Soak (and any other acid cleaner) with
some kind of alkaline cleaner. This will pacify the surface and prevent any
premature rusting or deterioration of unpainted metal surfaces. River City’s
Auto Wash Plus is the perfect product for the second step and will leave cars in
Show Room condition

Warning: Contains Acidic Fluorides Use extreme care when handling.
Do not get on skin or in eyes. If contact occurs, immediately flush with
water for at least 15 minutes. Get medical attention if irritation persists.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
For spill, leak, or Medical Emergency call
Infotrac 800-535-5053
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